
Dairy Farmers of America’s (DFA) Member Savings Network has teamed up with DeLaval to provide exclusive 
discounts on world-class authomatic technology solutions. DeLaval offers members a 10% discount on select 
robotic products like their robotic feed refresher, sort gates and automatic calf feeders.

PRODUCTS INCLUDED:
• OptiDuo™ robotic feed refresher
• Sort gate
• Teat spray robot (TSR)
• Swinging cow brush 110V and 230V
• Calf feeder 1000S 

TO START SAVING: 
Additional information, including necessary forms and web links, are available on myDFA. After logging in, click 
the Member Savings Network link under the Member Services tab, and select the DeLaval page. Fill out the 
certificate and visit your local dealer to start saving. 
 
 

For more information, call 816-801-6342 or visit delaval.com. 
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OptiDuo™ robotic feed refresher

The OptiDuo robotic feed refresher helps improve productivity on the farm by refreshing 
feed to make it more appealing, while repositioning feed closer toward the bunk. The  
twin-spiraled rotating auger uses smart navigation to help ensure fresh feed is always  
available to your cows.

Features include: Built-in smart navigation system, safety bumpers that senses people or animals, 
adaptable to different types of feed, multiple speeds, indoor/outdoor charging station

AUTOMATIC TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION OFFERINGS

Sort gate

The sort gate, combined with smart technology, provides a simple and economical solution 
to sort cows based on health check needs, groups or other categorizations with a low 
impact on cow flow.   

Features include: Up to five directions per sort system, automatic sorting based on herd management 
system settings, which may help decrease labor costs, lower risk of injuries to handlers and animals

Teat spray robot

The teat spray robot automates the pre- and post-teat spray application during milking, 
which may help reduce labor costs and improving accuracy.  
 
Features include: Consistent and accurate application, pre- and post-spray applications available, up 
to 99% spray accuracy, as fast as seven seconds per cow (514 cows per hour) capacity 

Automatic Calf feeder 1000s

The Automatic Calf Feeder 1000S is an efficient and effective method to achieve intensive 
calf feeding. It offers the ability to manage and track the feeding program of each animal, 
while providing calves with consistent, nutritous feed.  

Features include: Internet/cloud capabilities, consistent feeding routine, potential labor savings, 
ability to better control feeding costs

Swinging cow brush 110V and 230V

The swinging cow brush provides top-level comfort while enhancing cows’ natural grooming 
behavior to provide improved hide health, blood circulation, cooling and more. One brush 
efficiently works on up to 60 cows. Energy-saving technology stops the brush after  
10 seconds of use and is durable for all conditions. 

Features include: Pre-mounted for installation on walls or posts, removable head for easy 
replacement or cleaning, low energy consumption, improved cow care

DeLaval does not claim that these results are typical and this information does not constitute a warranty nor guarantee of service.  
Actual performance and improvement will depend on a number of factors, including prior milking practices, type of cows, farm and herd 
maintenance practices.  This promotion cannot be combined with any other promotion. DeLaval reserves the right to discontinue this 
promotion at any time for any or no reason.
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